I.
Introduction:
A wireless sensor network (WSN) usually comprises of a huge number of little, short cost sensor nodes spread over a huge region with one or probably more great sink nodes association readings of sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are mixed with logic, methods and wireless communication capacities. Each node is usually prepared with a wireless radio transceiver, power source, small microcontroller and multi-type sensors such as temperature, humidity, light, heat, pressure, vibration sound, etc. The sensor nodes are included with sensing, dispensation and wireless communication abilities. Each node is frequently able to with a wireless radio transceiver, a small microcontroller, a power source and multi-type sensors such as temperature, humidity, light, heat, pressure, sound, vibration, etc. Wireless Sensor Networks mainly consists of sensors. Sensors are -"A sensor (also called detector) is a device that processes a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read by spectator or by an instrument." Wireless networks can also be installed in extreme environmental conditions and may be disposed to enemy attacks. An outlier is an element of a data set that falls in a typical range. It means a number that is much LARGER or much SMALLER than the rest of the numbers.
Types of outlier:
 Local outliers are outliers that can be seen only in the local contiguity of a sensor node by gathering data from nearby particles.  Global outliers are outliers that can be seen from all of the data collected by every node.
Problem In Wsn:
The main problem in WSN is outlier. Basically outlier is an element of a data set that falls in an unusual range.
Recently, the topic of outlier detection in WSNs has attracted much attention. The identification of outliers provides data dependability, event writing, and secure working of the network. Specially, outlier detection controls the quality of calculated data, recovers toughness of the data analysis under the presence of noise and faulty sensors so that the communication overhead of flawed data is reduced and the gathered results are prevented to be affected.
II. Background Work
John [1] in [1995] says that an outlier might also be "surprising veridical data". He states that a point which belongs to class say A might actually be situating inside another class say B resulting in, true (veridical) classification of the point, a surprising one to the observer. According to Aggarwal and Yu [2001] [2] an outlier can be thought of as noise points lying outside a set of predefined clusters or the outliers might be considered as the points that lie outside of the set of clusters and might also be separated from the noise itself. These outliers behave differently from the norm. Hence outlier detection is the crucial task in an application processing, since outliers points to the abnormal behavior of various factors while processing of an application. Moreover, these outliers would lead to the significant performance degradation of selected application. A lot of work has been done related to outlier detection. In 2003, Eiman Elnahrawy and Badri Nath [3] , gave a structure for cleaning and querying noisy sensors. Specifically, they presented a Probability approach also known as Bayesian approach for reducing the uncertainty related to data that arise due to random noise. He presented this in an online fashion. This technique combined the prior knowledge of the true sensor reading, the characteristics of the noise of this sensor, and the observed noisy readings. This pre-processing step is very important and can be performed either at the sensor level or at the base-station. The authors have introduced several algorithms based on these proposed uncertainty models and using a statistical approach.
In 2004, Victoria J. Hodge & Jim Austin, [4] presented a survey of techniques for outlier detection. He gave many techniques for outlier detection. A user should select an algorithm that is suitable for their data set. It should be suitable in terms of the correct distribution model, the correct attribute types, the scalability, the speed, any incremental capabilities to allow new exemplars to be stored and accuracy. The user should also reflect on which of the approaches is suitable for their problem. There are three basic approaches a clustering approach, a classification approach or a novelty approach. The selection of suitable approach is depending on: the data type, whether the data is pre-labeled, how the authors want to detect outliers and how the authors have wished to handle them. Method of handling outliers is very important for a user. There may be many methods as some users have wished to expunge them from future processing in a diagnostic clustering and some users want a recognition system or retain them with an appropriate label in a accommodating clustering or they may want a classification system.
In 2006, Christoph Heinz and Bernhard Seeger [5] suggested that the first step to handle an important problem in sensor processing. This step is known as detection of outliers, with a statistical model and investigated the augmentation of sensor network querying by meaningful statistical models. This method is used instead of exploring the raw sensor readings. A statistical model is more reliable to gain insight into the physical phenomena observed. A key ingredient of statistical models is the probability density function (PDF) as it provides a comprehensive summary. Based on probability density function, the authors have presented an initial approach to detect outliers in streaming sensor data. In 2006, S. Subramaniam, UC Riverside, T. Palpanas and D. Papado-poulos, V. Kalogeraki, D. Gunopulos [6] proposed a framework that works in a distributed fashion. An approximation of multi-dimensional data distributions was given in order to enable complex applications in resource-constrained sensor networks. The authors gave these techniques in the context of the problem of outlier detection. The authors have discussed how the frameworks can be used to identify either distance or density-based outliers in a single pass over the data with limited memory requirements. The authors have studied the problem of outlier detection in sensor networks. Outlier detection is very important in this context, since it enables the user to focus on the interesting events in the network. In 2008,Yang Zhang, Nirvana Meratnia, Paul Havinga [7] , gave a frame-work of the techniques for the detection of outlier. The authors did a survey and also gave a decision tree for the selection appropriate technique for outlier detection. The authors gave many techniques and his techniques were based on pattern recognition and data mining.
III. Proposed Approach 3.1 Problem formulation
A sensor network constructs huge amount of data quickly in the form of a range of streams hence these values became doubtful, isolated and disloyal for our claim. And also in these streams there force be some relative among other streams or might be within the exacting stream itself. Processing of these data now becomes much more rough and boring since we have to take into reflection all these description of sensors and all these operating situation in our work. So we have to build up a capable algorithm or technique for this scenario. For this our method should have to be based on allocation of data on a data freedom at an exacting time. It means we have to guesstimate the data allocation for sensor analysis and with this on our hand we can know the compactness of the data space roughly each value, which promote simplicity our crisis of detecting outliers.
In this thesis, we propose a fault-tolerant data aggregation scheme using an in-network outlier detection mechanism, called FTDA and Kernel Density Estimation.
Kernel Density Estimation
In Kernel Density Estimation the whole procedure go just around the Kernel Functions and it is the sum over Kernel Functions which are centered at sample points of disturbed data stream. Generally a kernel function depicts the way of distributing the weights in the area near to the values or points which is being processed in kernel density estimation. To find out the density estimation for whole data set we must have to combine all the kernel functions. Let us assume that (X 1 ... X d ) are the elements of a block in a data stream then the kernel density estimator (KDE) may be defined as in [8] Here K denotes Kernel Function and B is the bandwidth or window width. Bandwidth is also c a l l e d s m o o t h i n g p a r a m e t e r by s om e a u t h or s . The bandwidth B is very essential and crucial parameter in our work of density estimation since its more or less controls the influential region of a point in a data stream as discussed in [5] . In the Paper [5] various methods are also discussed for making the bandwidth choice. The bandwidth B is set by using Scott's rule [9] where the standard deviation σ of the values is determine within the random sample S taken from sensor data stream under processing. sketches (LSH codes These LSH codes are sent to the data aggregator. To find out the local outlier nodes, the data aggregator compares the similarity between each LSH code pair. Then, the data aggregator communicates with the neighboring data aggregators to discover if its local outliers are affected from the phenomena occurred in the neighboring regions. The data aggregator does not include the faulty data of outliers to data aggregation process and computes the aggregated data. In addition, while detecting outliers, the data aggregator also discovers the sensor nodes that have the exact same LSH codes (i.e., sensor nodes that have the same data) and prevents redundant data transmission from these sensors. Elimination of redundant data transmission improves the bandwidth and energy efficiency of FTDA. Our contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we propose a novel FTDA scheme using an in-network outlier detection mechanism based on LSH technique. With the help of LSH technique, FTDA protocol is able to detect outliers in a distributed and energy-efficient manner. using LSH codes, FTDA protocol eliminates the redundant data transmission from sensor nodes to data aggregators thereby incrementing the efficiency of data aggregation process. Second, We have applied the FTDA and Kernel Density technique for readings of sensor-1 and sensor-2. It estimated the density at various kernel points and gives the points where we have to plot the density. For temperature, humidity and voltage we have plotted the density estimate for sensor-1 respectively. In our work, we have derived column vector of single attributes for individual sensors with the help of 30-40 lines of C code. Each one is having approx. 50000 data samples. These vectors are u s ed as input dataset for density estimation and also for out l i er detection components. The main features have been calculated in advance as these will be used further. We have described the table of features for sensor1 and sensor2 only and on the basis of table we got following plots: 
IV. Conclusion And Future Work
In this work, we firmed on the focal inconvenience of outlier detection in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Usually Outlier detection techniques centre the developer's or user's perception into the attractive events, or startling results in the network which has very short probability of happening. Instead of working on the rare sensor evaluations first, a statistical modelling technique changes it into essential information which will lean to efficient output, hence under inspection, offering a more appropriate way to achieve insight into the substantial phenomena.
Similarly, we have vacant a model that is based on the computation of the sensor data allocation. This method focuses a variety of characteristics and features of streaming sensor data. With the help of a rest of experiments with datasets taken from Intel Berkeley research lab we have processed and evaluated our planned scheme. The experiments verify that our algorithm can accomplish very high precision and recall rates for finding outliers, and display the success of the proposed approach.
We will centre on other density estimation methods like orthogonal series expansion (wavelet density estimation) as our future work. The major idea of this method is to analyze the division of dimension by determining t h e coefficients of its Fourier transform. Latest studies and works have confirmed that due to its local nature, wavelet based density estimation methods are superior to others. At present we are working for only attribute sensors but we will try to extend our plan for multi-attribute sensors in upcoming. And for outlier detection for multi-attribute sensors we will centre on some other idea if mandatory.
